THE MAGIC OF GRAPHITE POWDER.
POWDER METALLURGY
**VITAL CONNECTIONS.**

**GRAPHITE POWDER FOR THE PM INDUSTRY.**

Graphit Kropfmühl has more than 140 years of experience in refining natural graphite. As an internationally operating graphite specialist with its own mines, we produce high-quality products tailored to our customers’ demands. A strong focus on R&D work ensures that our product range is continuously optimised.

**CONSTANT QUALITY.**

In the PM industry, graphite is an essential additive in metal powder mixes for the production of sintered parts. The main issue in PM in general is that a constant graphite quality is required to secure absolute process stability for the producer and obtain the ultimate consistency in the quality of the sintered part. This is only possible with a stable raw material source and controlled refining steps such as purification, micronising and quality assurance. When looking specifically at different applications within the PM industry, parameters of graphite such as particle size, purity, particle shape and surface show that here very specific solutions or tailor-made graphite grades are generally needed. GK's products specifically designed for the PM industry are mostly UF (ultra fine) grades with a very distinctive crystalline structure.

**FIELDS OF APPLICATION.**
GRAPHITE FOR THE PM INDUSTRY.
- Good mixability and flowability
- Dust-free handling
- Low die wear
- High mechanical strength
- High consistency of the PM part properties
- Smooth and defect-free surface of the PM parts
- Consistent dimensional change after sintering

PM AUTOMOTIVE PARTS.

FROM POWDER TO CAR PARTS.
Especially in the automotive industry, parts made in powder metallurgy processes are of ever increasing importance. Every conventional car includes between 80 and 100 sintered parts containing graphite. For the production of sintered parts, metal powders are mixed with small quantities of additives such as waxes and graphite.

UNDER PRESSURE.
These powder mixtures are then pressed under high pressure into so-called green compacts. Because it allows maximum compression, graphite both ensures reduced wear of the die and internal lubrication of the powder mixture in this process. In the sintering process, where the green compacts are heated up to slightly below the melting point, the material is then further compressed. Fine graphite goes into solution in the metal and increases the mechanical strength of the workpiece.

CARBON BRUSH - SMALL BUT MIGHTY.
Carbon brushes are contained in almost every electrical motor in a car (e.g. windscreen, wipers, fuel pumps etc.). These small sintered parts establish electrical contact to the rotating component of a machine via sliding rings or collectors. This proven technique has long been known as a reliable solution in the automotive industry.

The exact composition of a carbon brush depends on the application. Graphite plays a central role as an important component of carbon brush formulations. It increases not only the lubrication effect and the wear resistance, but also leads to outstanding electrical conductivity and corrosion resistance.
If you have special requirements, Graphit Kropfmühl offers tailor-made solutions in line with customer needs. Please don’t hesitate to contact us.

Graphit Kropfmühl stands for:

- Customised solutions
- Quality assurance
- Long-standing experience
- Focused R&D work

We deliver graphite tailored to your demands and in different types of packaging. Quality is controlled according to a detailed quality control plan. The typical forms of packaging are paper bags, shrink wrapped on euro-pallets and big bags. Other types of packaging and transport can be arranged on request.